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ABSTRACT

Correctly interpreting an interlocutor's emotional expression is paramount to a successful interaction. But what happens when one of the interlocutors is a machine? The facilitation of human-machine communication and cooperation is of growing importance as smartphones, autonomous cars, or social robots increasingly pervade human social spaces. Previous research has shown that emotionally expressive virtual characters generally elicit higher cooperation and trust than 'neutral' ones. Since emotional expressions are multi-modal, and given that virtual characters can be designed to our liking in all their components, would a mismatch in the emotion expressed in the face and voice influence people's cooperation with a virtual character? We developed a game where people had to cooperate with a virtual character in order to survive on the moon. The character's face and voice were designed to either smile or not, resulting in 4 conditions: smiling voice and face, neutral voice and face, smiling face only (neutral face), smiling face only (neutral voice). The experiment was set up in a museum over the course of several weeks; we report preliminary results from over 500 visitors, showing that people tend to trust the virtual character in the mismatched condition with the smiling face and neutral voice more. This might be because the two channels express different aspects of an emotion, as previously suggested.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Emotions are an essential aspect of social interaction, and as humans, we have evolved to accurately signal and perceive them in their different modalities, including facial cues [14], vocal cues [36], or bodily cues [21]. Emotional expressivity is also connected with positive personality traits, including cooperation and trust [4, 9, 27, 37], which are also fundamental to a functioning society [2]. While emotional expressions have been studied extensively in the context of human perception and behaviour, the literature on multimodal expression in machines is comparably scarce [7, 28]. However, as machines with ‘faces’, ‘bodies’ and ‘voices’ increasingly populate our social space, studying the effect of machine characteristics such as emotional expression on human decision making, are paramount to ensure cooperation between humans and machines. For example, would people rather trust a happy or sad navigation system? And what would be the valence of the visual and auditory channels?

Here, we present initial results from an experiment where participants cooperate with a virtual character expressing either a congruent multimodal emotional expression (smiling face and voice, or neutral face and voice) or an incongruent one (smiling face and neutral voice, or neutral voice and smiling face). The experiment was installed in a public setting in a museum; here we report preliminary results from over 500 visitors.

2 BACKGROUND

Emotional expressions in machines are generally well perceived. For example, Elkins and Derrick [15] found that people rated smiling Embodied Conversational Agents as more trustworthy than non-smiling ones; similarly, avatars displaying authentic smiles were trusted more in a trust game [22]. Also, robots exhibiting an emotional expression were “more fun to play with” [24] and trusted more [29]. However, most studies focused on only one channel of emotional expression [e.g. 24, 29], or considered a channel mismatch as ‘confusing’ or as an impairment [5, 26].
Communication channels can be designed independently in a machine, and this allows, for example, to study which channel is attended most predominately in emotion perception [e.g. 33, 35]. These insights not only help studying the often overlooked ‘big picture’ of multimodal emotional expressivity, but they also have implications on the design of the machines and human-machine communication, even if this entails a humanly impossible channel incongruency. As our ultimate goal as Human-Machine Interaction researchers is that of making interactions with machines work, nothing prevents us from designing a machine that expresses a mismatched emotion, if there is reason to do so.

The multimodal nature of emotional expressions has been studied using mismatched stimuli in the past, with participants generally having to distinguish one of the six basic emotions [11] from either the visual or audio channel, or the two channels combined, for example by displaying a photograph of happy person paired with a happy or sad utterance [6]. Participants were more accurate in labelling the emotion in the congruent condition, and the face was found to be the predominant source of information regarding emotional expression in other experiments [16, 38]. For this reason, Fagel [16] suggested that the visual channel might express the valence of an emotion, and the audio channel the activation. For embodied agents, Creed and Beale [5] found that emotions were perceived more strongly when expressed in one channel, despite other channels presenting a contrasting expression.

However, most studies do not validate the emotion questionnaires beforehand, but assume that their labels will be understood in the same way by participants [3]. This approach risks missing out on subtle variabilities in the emotions continuum that a mismatched condition likely causes (cf. The McGurk Effect [31]), since people are typically ‘forced’ to choose out of a set of pre-defined emotion labels. The focus of these studies is also often the perception of human emotional expressions, thus using mismatched stimuli from a human source (e.g. a human face and a human voice [6]). However, humans cannot normally produce a certain emotion in the face and another in the voice. Therefore, rather than creating stimuli based on a particular emotion, we identified an emotional expression, the smiling, as the basis for the mismatch in our research.

Smiling is a universal [32], multimodal [10, 17, 39] emotional expression, which is also audible from the voice alone [1, 13]. While it does not have a univocal correspondence to a certain emotion, different emotions can be expressed through smiling [e.g. 8, 12]. As these are generally positive, smiling is also linked to other positive traits – including trustworthiness [37] – in a sort of ‘halo effect’ [23].

Here, we report preliminary results of an experiment aimed at studying the influence of mismatched audio and visual smiling on human-machine cooperation. Given the previous literature on the effect of smiling on person perception, we would hypothesise that a virtual character smiling in at least one channel will be trusted more than a character that presents a congruent neutral expression.

3 METHOD
3.1 Game design
We used a modified version of the ‘Lunar Survival Task’ originally devised by Hall and Watson [20], which allows to measure actual cooperative behaviour, rather than subjective opinions [see 18, 19]. Participants imagined that they had crash-landed on the moon with a digital navigation assistant, and that they had to rank their only 6 intact items in order of importance for survival. These 6 items were chosen from a bigger list published by NASA [20]. The chosen items were: portable heating unit; milk tank; parachute; receiver transmitter; raft; nylon rope. After participants made their initial ranking, the virtual character suggested changing the position of some of the items: the items that participants put at position 1 (= most important), 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (= least important) were moved to positions 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 6, respectively. We varied the number of positions that the virtual character suggested changing to observe whether people would be more willing to accept small rather than big changes, and whether they would be more likely to move items upwards or downwards. This will be the subject of future analyses.

The virtual character gave a justification for each item, such that every item that was moved to position 1 or 2 was given a positive description, every item moved to position 3 or 4 a neutral description, and every item moved to position 5 or 6 a negative description. Participants’ final rankings provided an implicit measure of trust: if they deemed the virtual character to be trustworthy, they would be more likely to accept its suggestion to change an item position. While in general this acceptance could be influenced by other mechanisms, such as competence or dominance [25], in situations where risk is involved, such as a hypothetical survival scenario, trust is assumed to be an essential aspect for cooperation [e.g. 30].

3.2 Stimuli preparation
The virtual character was created using state-of-the-art computer graphics technology for modelling, animating, and rendering. First, the model, comprising over 250 scans of a real actor’s facial expressions, was created by a company called 3Lateral. These scans were then carefully combined into a controllable facial rig, which could then be driven by the motion capture. We recorded a different, Irish male actor in our motion capture studio at Trinity College Dublin using a 23-camera Vicon Vantage optical motion capture system for body motion capture and a Technoprops video-based head-mounted facial capture system. The actor was asked to read a set of pre-scripted sentences in neutral and smiling expressions. Audio was recorded using a wireless microphone attached to his face. The actor’s facial movements were then retargeted onto the model, using Faceware Tech software for the facial movement and inverse kinematics for the movement of the head. Finally, advanced shaders (e.g., subsurface scattering for the skin) were used to create the highly realistic appearance in Autodesk Maya 2018 software, as shown in Figure 1.

The recorded sentences comprised of a positive, a neutral, and a negative description for each item. For example, the positive sentence for the raft was: “The gas inside the raft could be used for propulsion, for moving faster”, the neutral: “We could use the raft for protection, but it won’t help us advance” and the negative: “I think the raft would be useless, since there are no water sources on the moon”. Thus, the actor read 18 different sentences in the neutral and smiling condition.

We chose smiling as an emotional expression because it is not univocally linked to one emotion, so we did not run a manipulation...
check on the emotion perceived from the smiling. We believe we were original in this sense, because rather than trying to categorise an emotion arbitrarily, we created a virtual character with an emotional expression and observed its effect on trust, regardless of the perceived emotion. However, as detailed later in section 4.2, participants were asked about the perceived happiness of the virtual character in the post-game questionnaire, and indeed the facial animation – using the software Lightworks – to produce smiling was perceived to express this emotion often associated with smiling.

The individual recorded sentences were lip-synced with the facial animation - using the software Lightworks - to produce 4 different conditions: congruent smiling (smiling voice over smiling face), congruent neutral (neutral voice over neutral face), smiling voice (smiling voice over neutral face) and smiling face (neutral voice over smiling face). Thus, a total of 4 experimental conditions × 18 sentences = 72 video clips were produced as stimuli for the experiment. The game was programmed in Unity version 2017.2.0.

3.3 Procedure

Participants were recruited among visitors of the ‘FAKE’ exhibition in the Dublin Science Gallery. Any visitor could play the game, but only the data of people who had given their written consent to participate in the study was collected. Participants were seated in front of a computer monitor which had previously been calibrated to the following settings: brightness 200 cd/m², white point 6500, display gamma 97% of sRGB; the character’s video resolution was 1280 × 720

and the monitor resolution was 1920 × 1080. Each participant was randomly assigned to one of the 4 emotional expression conditions. Participants were invited to wear a pair of good quality over-ear headphones attached to the experiment area. When they were ready to start, a screen showed them 6 images representing the 6 surviving items, which could be ranked by dragging and dropping them in a vertical grid with 6 available positions (Figure 2). When participants had completed their ranking, a prompt warned them that a video message from their virtual assistant was incoming. Then, the first video clip, where the virtual character re-ranked the item that participants had put at position 1, was played. The 6 videos corresponding to the 6 items were played one after the other, with the items being moved accordingly by the virtual character in a second vertical grid. After this ranking was finished, a third vertical grid appeared, and participants could re-arrange the items one last time. A final screen thanked participants for playing the game and asked them to fill out a questionnaire on the virtual character’s perceived realism, appeal, eeriness, trustworthiness, knowledge, attractiveness, happiness and intelligence. The whole interaction lasted approximately 10 minutes.

3.4 Participants

The data from 504 museum visitors was collected. Of the people who filled out a demographics questionnaire, 234 identified as female and 195 as male; the majority were in the 26-35 age group (min = 13 years old); 14 rated their English fluency as ‘basic’, 129 as ‘fluent’, 39 as ‘native-like’ and 257 as ‘native’.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Game data

To obtain a measure of participants’ trust toward the virtual character, the difference between the virtual character’s suggested item position, and the participant’s second position for that item, was computed. Thus, a ranking difference of 0 indicates that participants completely accepted the suggested position, a difference of 1 indicates that participants moved their initial position closer to the virtual character’s, and so on. The smaller this ranking difference, the higher the cooperation with the virtual character.

This ranking difference was used as the dependent variable in a cumulative link mixed model, with the virtual character’s emotional expression as predictor and participant id as random effect. The emotional expression variable had 4 levels (one per condition), since we were interested in the effect of the two channels combined, rather than on the two individual channels. A comparison with a null model showed that emotional expression was a significant predictor for the ranking difference ($\chi^2(3) = 8.20, p = .04$). A post-hoc comparison of means using the Tukey HSD test showed that the smiling face condition attracted a smaller position difference - i.e., a higher trust - than the other conditions ($z = -2.09, p = .036$), as shown in Figure 3.

4.2 Survey

Participants rated the virtual character in terms of realism, appeal, eeriness, trustworthiness, knowledge, attractiveness, happiness and intelligence, on Likert scales ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very much) (Figure 4). An ordinal regression model was fitted to
would have equally trusted the virtual character in the congruent condition. (marginal: \( z = -1.88, p = .06 \)); higher ratings of attractiveness in the congruent smiling condition (marginal: \( z = -2.29, p = .022 \)); and higher ratings of happiness in the congruent smiling condition ( \( z = 4.10, p < .001 \)) and smiling face ( \( z = 4.16, p < .001 \)) conditions. No other statistically significant differences were found.

5 DISCUSSION

The smiling face condition led to the lowest ranking difference in the cooperation game. This higher acceptance rate of the virtual character’s suggestions is surprising, as it indicates that people find this mismatched condition with a smiling face and non-smiling voice more trustworthy. This result suggests that the character’s smiling voice contains some features that were particularly distrusted in the context of the game. In fact, if the visual information had overridden auditory information in the character’s perception, people would have equally trusted the virtual character in the congruent smiling and smiling face conditions.

The different influence of the visual and auditory channel is also supported by the self-reported data from the questionnaire, where people rated the virtual character in the smiling face condition as more trustworthy, appealing, and knowledgeable. As Fagel [16] suggested, it is possible that the visual channel expresses the valence of an emotion, and the audio channel the activation; this implies that participants trusted the ‘smilingness’ of the virtual character (as indicated by smiling in the face) but not how much of it there was (as indicated by a preference for a non-smiling audio). To test this dual emotional perception hypothesis, future studies could examine participants’ behaviour with a virtual character represented only by a voice (smiling or neutral) or by a face (smiling or neutral, with written text).

Another possible explanation for the result is that participants did not like the vocal smiling because they felt that such a ‘joyful’ voice was inappropriate for the dramatic context of a lunar survival quest. The fact that voice and face belonged to two different actors might have further accentuated a perceived mismatch [see e.g. 40].

However, the smiling voice might have had a negative impact only on some of the perceived virtual character’s traits, since people indicated that the congruent smiling condition was more appealing, knowledgeable, and attractive. A possible next step to test this interpretation would be to run the same experiment with the same virtual character, but a different voice.

It is also interesting to note that the smiling expression in the face (both in the congruent smiling and smiling face conditions) elicited higher happiness judgments, while the smiling voice condition did not. This suggests that the visual channel might have been enough to convey the smiling emotional expression in the virtual character.

In general, these initial results also suggest that both the audio and the visual channel seem to play a role in the perception of emotional expressions, either in a positive or negative sense [cf. 33, 34]. This has applications in the field of machine design, for example in cases where prioritisation of which expressive channel to build is required.

6 CONCLUSION

The experimental paradigm we employed allows collecting implicit data on cooperative behaviour. By manipulating the emotional expression channels in a virtual character, we were able to study whether people trusted and cooperated with one of these conditions more. The approach seems promising and shows a significant outcome for an unexpected combination of expressive modalities. Initial results suggest that people trusted a virtual character with a mismatched audio-video emotional expression more than one with a congruent expression.
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